


Our aim is simple: to bring crystal clear, incisive
and inspiring help from world leading experts to
those who need it most.

Let's All Talk Menopause runs throughout the year,
totalling over 35 LIVE and on-demand sessions with
leading experts and clinicians covering key
menopause topics, plus full access to our extensive
library of recorded sessions. Each live session has a
Q&A, allowing the audiences to ask experts their
questions.

Our unique platform offers a valuable and credible
resource. Anyone who is impacted by menopause
can access our leading experts privately, live or on-
demand, in the comfort of their own home and at a
convenient time. 



Each week we invite a leading expert in their field
to join us for a Q&A. 

1,200+ dedicated paid subscribers to our hub, and
over 2500+ unique views of our sessions. 

Corporate partnerships to Channel4 and
Immediate Media and are marketed to over 3,000
employees every month. 

A new subscriber model is being introduced in
September allowing single session purchase,
monthly and annual subscriptions. 

The best expert advice & support 



As a partner you can pick and choose the content that
most resonates with you brand

Once a month we have the opportunity for to invite one
of our sponsors for an "Advertorial" session where our
host will interview one of your experts to share more
about your brand in an educational and informative
way.

As a partner your branding will appear on all pre event
promotion on our social media promotion ,with in our
newsletter and as part of the session narrative on the
LATMENO Hub.

Our host will read out your brand message at the
beginning and end of each session, a and a link will be
put in the session chat with any offer that you would
like to share with our targeted audience.

Work with us & associate with the
best expert advice and support

https://app.getcontrast.io/videos/3b388fca-cae4-4254-92e5-15ef87c9dfc2


From the moment you join us we will
incorporate your brand into our creative.

Examples of how this will look across
the digital platform, social feeds and
newsletter/articles and blogs.

We are a proud supporter of Menopause
Mandate and all of our talks are featured
in MM social media (30k followers) and
we have a dedicated article within the
MM newsletter that reaches of 1500+
subscribers. 
.
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Stats & Facts
 
6000+ Instagram Followers 
1200+ Current Subscribers 
2500+ Unique Views 
1500+ Newsletter Sign-ups 

Pricing 

Get in touch today to discuss sponsorship packages.



Thank you, look forward to hearing from you. 

Contact
Laura Biggs 
CEO, Intuitive Events 
07989 305509 
Laura.biggs@intuitiveevents.co.uk 


